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Richardson visit
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One of the victims of last Oct 20
-Saturday Night Massacre'• made his
way to Maine this week and stopped
at UNIO to give his views on the
President and the Unite;' States
an
to
Richardson spoke
Elliot
attentive DLS audience for over an
hour and a haif on the history of
America and
his
inequality in
Earlier
problem.
solutions to the
Tuesday. the former attorney general
dropped hints about his future which
became even stronger that night. See
page 2 for a detailed account of
press
and
Richardson's lecture
conference.
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Richardson speech cites need to

•

Presidential quest a
'possibility' for

-r-

former Atty. Gen.
by Jeff Beebe
Former Attorney tieneral I Hot Richardson breeied in and out of Maine Tuesday
faster than he mosed in and .out of three
posts in Richard Nixon.% cabinet. but he
left behind a clearer picture of the man
who—by his own admission—is not known
for his accomplishments in public office but
for losing his last job.
During the course of his travels through
Portland, Aagusta, Bangor and Orono, he
hinted that he is giving more consideration
than hk• has indicated to what many'
(Ibsen ers think will be his next attempt at
public service—the presidency.
Near the conclusion of his Distinguished
Lecture Series appearance at UMO
Memorial flym. the Massachusetts native
told an approe ing audience of more than
2.500 persons "the-re is a possibility" he
mae seek the Republican presidential
Hi cm mation,
Earlier in the dae . how ut Cr. at a Bam:or
International \irport press c-onterence.
sugge.tt d Vi,e President
R wit ards4
he: leading GOP
s
t.erald lord
president'al candidate.
At both the press conference and the
MS lecture. Richardson spoke briefle
about the man veho no% holds the ottice.
the former secrctare of Health. Education.
and Welfare. Lharged that No‘,•y; •'hurt his
cause And contributed greatle to the
erosion of credibilite in his administration
and himself and it veas unnemssare He.
should haee made the rapes available."
Richardson suggested the President.
could have released intormanoi; fit rtinent
n ce ithout
to the Watergate In%cstiCati,
publich reN eating eeerething on the tares
He said this %1/4 ou:d haee allowed President'
Nixon "to regain lost ground"' in terms ot•
his public image.
Deseribing the President as thinking of
himself in a battle. RichardsPn claimed
••He feels like part 4if a defensiee team
backed up to its own four-Yard line w hen
the offense has first and goal to go.** The
former Justice Department head said he
argued with the President repeatedly on
behalf of releasing the tapes.
However. Richardson expressed cont.-• '76 (ANDIDACI • see page 4

'God bless you, Mr. Richardson'
hardsmi
1 ['Atli-. 1 praises
r,•? ;no. rein sal to curry our President
WarerL:are
\i‘,.ii's Oct2(t iirder

the Inrnter att"rne‘
meg
the hi‘trin.
/itect/av night.

Impeachment group p
speech In ACLU offic
(
'ti
s Morgan. L•.,
the
American tied Liberties Union impeachdirector of the
ment efforts and
Office has made an
Washington \CI
date se It the Maine Petole t4
Constitutinqi.4: Goverdri,..nt iMPC(it to
speak on this campus
Dan Doml,r4o.. ski. s:,okesperson for T he
;,roN,I4;1,
Cr,
get the funds. they w tii ha'.'.- Morgan and
another speaker on campus either the end
ot this month or earl in March.
MPC(i 'A ants
approach
the
Distinguished Lecture Series in hopes of
getting the necessar‘ funding. "For
another speaker. we would like someone
like Muskie. Hathaway or Cohen." said
Dombrowski. "We would really like
Cohen as he is on the Judiciary
Committee.**
MPC6 is
non-partisan
group
"working to intorm the local Yoters of the
lptst:

ts

2r/

,dtr:i".4e
by the President and
said Dombroveski.
MP(( 1 has schedu;
Federal building in ILI
about vehiA Dombroo
veorking to inform the
persuade Cohen to ei
illipeaChnlent re...44nm

In a previous mar
Bangor. 18 people su.
cause. Domorow ski
successful and said t
discouraged with the
who marched. The peel
the MPCG cause hut
not there, he suggest4
Despite their size'. 1)4,
es ill continue their %%esti
of the school yea
impeachment proceedi

Maid in Japan

Love is ... travelling 12,000 miles fo
A wedding is planned at UM() and the
bride and bridegroom will travel 12.000
miles to he there.

conferences and institutes die ision since it
was established last February'.
'Ilhe story began last summer when 10
young Japanese students visited UMO for
two veceks as part of an Experimental in
International Living. With them as their
leader
as Miss kojima. who teaches
English at Kanagawa high school
This December Eiko %rote Benoit that
she and mathematics teacher Yukihatu
Tsutsui evert. engaged. "I often tell him
(her fiancei4if a happy experience I had in
Maine'.' she wrote. "He listens to me
earnestly and tells me that he, too. wants
to eisit Maine and see the wonderful
people there.''

4-

Vk Nth%

Me %et:tiding date
March 2. and the Re.
the Maine Christia
perform the ceremon

E.Ksilas

Instead of a traditional Japanese
wedding and party, the young couple
decided they would prefer a trip tic Maine.
"But marriage is the biggest event in
our life.••Eiko wrote. "So I know it is a

Because ot the dit
and Hinsha%'s unfam
custom, he suggestel
fiance write their o
Several examples of
%ere sent to her beeAmerican wedding.

The couple are Eiko Kojima. 24. a
Japanese teacher and her 30-year-old
fiance. Yukiharu Tsutsui. The wedding
arranger is John Benoit. director of UMO's

very selfish favor, but we are very. very
glad we'll be able to visit you and have a
simple wedding in a church or so in Maine
although we are not Christians "

"Thank you for
include some Japanes
she wrote. "but we
ceremony in the cam

.
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Although Benoit•s
'Great!” his second
possible?" But everyt1
fairly simple. With tt
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s need for racial equality
• ,
America s

in equal righi
traced in DLS talk
"For our racial minorities, the purpose
of America is largely unredeemed. Those
who in one NA:iv or another we forced to join
us: the Indians. the Blacks, the Mexicans.
the Puerto Ricans...became a part of us
because of conquest or enslasement."
With these words. former Attorney
General Flhot Richardson suggested
Tuesdas es ening that America was not the
land of equalits and fieedoni that some
would make it. After painting a dim picture
of American attitudes. he began pointing
to the trend toward equality. in America
joday .

the partner atu,rnev general lectured tin
tot America
•hiqc.rc ,If tuequalit%
night.
I
tt dad 1111(4,,

ni group plans
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Lo;ild
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the end
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lopes of
'•For
.onivi
said
Ilv like
udiciars

group
rs of the

serious infringements of the L onstitution
by the President and his administratiitn"
said Dombrowski.
MPCG has scheduled t rails at the
Federal building in Bangor at noon today
about whisli Dombrow ski says. "we are
Vkorking to inform the people and hope to
persuade Cohen to ow in fas or of the
impeachni, iii1,:•.‘,1inion.
In a previous march from Orono to
Bangor. Pi people supported the NIPCG
cause Domotow,,ki teamed the march
successful and said the group was not
discouraged with the number of people
who marched. the people are lasorable to
the MP( G cause but their enthusiasm is
not there, he suggested.
Despite their size. 11,.mbrow ski said they
stillsontinue their work until either the end
of the school year or when the
impeachment proceedings are terminate(l.
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Arguing that America was stro Mg to
equalim itself. Richardson told an
audience of 1300 at Memorial Gs tnnasitim
that 4/1.1r attempts at dealing with
equaluation must be s lest ell V, It h an c‘e to
hunting the growth ot the country
suggested the C.S. mac not bas e the
resources to pros tde the curt silt standard
of lit Mg for all Americans.
'W has e tended to tp., ii the prenliSe
that we didn't hat e t Lica; with the
problem ot sharing the pie in equal slices if
the pie was indefinuels to grow larger'. he
offered. NiNi'. concern is that then. are
plents of technologists.. trained in the
fields of energy and agrieulture...hut
thing At: th{: .1!(1,11111 - 11 being
don't Set'
given to the question of how we can
accommodate ultimate limits to the
individual
reasonable recognition of
digit its and freedom."
Outlining where American historically
had begun the concepts of liherts. equalits.
under the law . and indisidual freedom.
Rights
Rich.it1kOn
cued
the 0%11
flits einem tor promoting the ideas of
equalits the former secret art of YUAN'
made tins remark in the context that there
was nit us itienee that our forelathers
ci
d it was the responsibilits of the
branches of gosernment. "tit take more
defuntise steps for the equality of
indisiduals than the indisiduals were able
to acquire w hen is en an equal opportunity
and equalitt under the law ."
Sponsitred bs the Distingutshed I(Arun.
Series. Richardson also discussed areas in
• EQUALIZATION • see page 4
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Although Benoit's first reaction was
'Great!" his second thought was. "Is it
possible?" But es ers thing turned out to be
faint simple. With the help of the Orono
town clerk, a marriage license form was
dispatched to the young couple. anti the
onls problem tt as Eiko•s it)11N SiOn v. ith
item eight. "number of this marriage. Of
course, this is our first marriage."%he
st T ote.
Diu wedding date is set for Thursday .
March 28, anti the Res F 1Ist in Hinshaw of
the Maine Christla ii Association w ill
perform the eel-ennui\ at M p.m.
Because of the difference in religions.
and Hinshaw 's unfamiliarits st it ii Japanese
custom, he suggested that Fiko and her
fiance write their ow n studding vows.
Several examples of American ceremonies
were sent to her because this is to be an
American wedding. by wish itf the bride.
"Thank sou for your suggestion to
include some Japanese traditional things."
she wrote. "hut we'd like to has e
ceremony in the same was that is usual's.

Ir
111a111."

1. 111411 2 It

I/

done in our country. We'd like to trust
evert thing to you.
!lasing agreed to gise the bride in
marriage and tt ith the eeremont arranged.
Benoit is turning titer the rest of the
arrangenwins to his stilt,
ss hit
planning a small it. tPtitti
iko and l'ukiharu. is ill lease I okyo for
the Untted States Mark h 24 and still sias
din iii New 1 ork before stifling it Orono
Marsh 26. I hes still remain here until
March 30 when thes it ill go to Reston. Va..
to %1stt the family Fiko stated with during
part of the Experiment in international
Its irig trip.
During their stay on campus the silting
Japanese students spent mornings in
Summer Session classes and afterntions
%kiting such places as Bar Harbor. Indian
Island and campus offices. One of the
highlights was a traditional American
barbecue, complete st ith rain. at the
Benoit•s home in Bangor. In return the
students gate a Japanese party for friends
thus tiad met during their slat .

•
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%%Tinier Carnival Events

What's on
FRIDAY, FEB. 1

FRID X1 ,

Festival— of Comedy presents Harry
Langdon in "See Amenca Thirst." No.
town Room. Memorial Union. 12 noon.

WMEB—broadcasts trom the lobby
of the Union 3-5pm giving away
prizes for contests and stunts.

Club,
Meeting—Wilde-Stein
Lounge Memorial Union. " pm.

SAT1RDA1, FEB. 2

LB. I

WINTER CARNIVAL GAMES—
Dorms, frats, sororities, and other
organizations will compete for
awards in tug-of-v.ar. three-legged
snow shoe race and toboggan-chariot
race. If snow is not trucked in it will
be held in the field house.
9:30-11:30am.

Coe
evening
CAFETERIAS—Friday
meal will be transformed into a cafe.
It is a roast beef buffet with
traveling musicians and decorations
with the theme "A Walk Down
Memory Lane."

Movie—The Magnificent Seven. 100
Nutting Hall, 7 and 9:30 pm.
SATURDAY, FEB. 2
Movie—Suspicion. 130 Little Hall. 7 and
9:30 pm.

SKI JUMP CONTEST—at the ski
lump across the Stillwater riser.
Ipm.

CABARET—Also Friday evening is
the "Cabaret" in Wells Commons
with an informal nightclub atmosphere (small tables, cabaret
decorations, free coke and cider
served by waiters and waitresses).
Entertainment is The Boston Tea
Party. Jay Lena. and Hinkley and
Lewis. Two shows at 5:30 and
9:30 pm. Tickets are S2 and will be
sold in the Union.

MONDAY, FEB. 4
"Picture Composition", with Dean Polls, Audio-Visual
Graphic Artist. 7pm Bangor Room.

SCIIIIIMP—Photography.

Folksinger—Lou Killen. a British folksinger who plays Concertina ("Squeezebox"). 8:15 pm. in the Damn Yankee.
sponsored by MUAB. NO charge.

The Awards Banquet will be held
in the Damn Yankee Room to honor
ski team winners and thank Carnis al
Committee members. 5pm.
Jazz concert and dance. An hour
concert will be followed by a three
hour dance to Ruby Braff-George
Barnes Quartet. Admission is SI for
students. 52 for non-students. 8 pm.
in Memorial Gym.

FUTURE BOOK
president of the Society for American
Graphic Artists.

Delta Nu Chapter of Alpha Phi will be
selling lollipops from Feb. 1 to Feb. 14 in
dormitories and in Memorial Union. All
proceeds will go to the Cardiac Aid
Foundation.

If any students are interested in joining a
carpool to sase gas. money. and wear and
tear on your car in addition to alleviating
the parking problem on campus. there is a
computerized carpool jointly run by. LIMO
and the Eastern Maine Deselopment
District which you can join. Pick up your
applications at the Off Campus Hoard
office on the top floor ot the Memorial

A cross-section of the work of Chaim
Koppelman. printmaker, will be on exhibit
through February in the Hauck Auditorium
lobby. Koppelman is chairman of the
printmaking department at New York's
School of Visual Arts and is a former

MEI
SCHOOL
ADMISSION
PROBLEMS?
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ONLY
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LABREE'S BAKERY
Specializing in
decorated cakes and
al!other bakery products

Street

sas Li. h t

We deliver to dorms
Tel. 827-2429

SULLIVAN'S

09uity!in tiaer00,1

in addition Eurorned provides students with a 12 week intensive cut
'ural orientation program with
American students novo studying medi
-.ne in that particular country serving
as counselors
Senior or graduate studRialls civrentry
dn,nlied r an datercan dooders,f1 are
ell.bleIs rt.c.oate e the homed
Pr ottstr
For application and
information phone !,,
(800) 645-1234

e•
• eft

QUM PIC,FOODLA
AG
Competitive
Prices

153 Park St

O•ono 866-4405

Friendliest Store
in Town

SHURFINE
Cinnamon or Fruit

12oz pi,

Buns

39e

69e

10 oz pkg

1'0 Old County, Road

Nhneola N 1 1150i

Area's Largest
Keg Supplier I
Who Gives
the BEST
Service in
the Area on
Keg Sales"

Flavor Kist
assorted flavors
Toaster POP—UPS

or write

Euromed. Ltd.

1P(1111
J

plenty of free parking
open daily 8 am- 11 am
Sun 9 am- 10 pm

AMERICAN
SERVICE
Compkte
Airtomotive
Repair
594
Ave
Olc 'rror..n 827 2413

BE MINE
Gel that
special
Valentine at

Picture & Cift
The nwest cards in town
66 Main St . Bangor

t4 a

01 9 SUNDAY
91)AY
OPEN ALL
210 STATE ST
ME
78369
011,
T EAING94
B

BING'S
Upholster*
Company

I

Have a I
Happy Day

85 CeTnetel 8S2t7 Old T0*ii
"
romplatc.Fornitiire
Repairing and Upholstering
FREE Pick-upp Delivery

LOUNGE

And that s just the beginning.
ne the anguage ba,•,er coort,tutes
ng at a t-..,e4trt schoot the Euromed
:rorarr. also includes an intensive
2 week medical and conversationa
anguage course mandatory for at
tuderits Five hours daily 5 days pet
week ;12 16 w!tkSi the course is
given in the country where the student
wilt attend medical school

htiossI•

Mil I CD TIDile
111ILLiall UflUU

$20.00

t Brass Bait
Bestattran't
a

!

SAVE 10

Now — Your favorite PIZZA
from 95c and up

ZOO

(hi, 4ilI10

5

$2.25

Shrimp Scampi won Rice

„,,,

THE SAME AD
WEEKS
FOR

Stuo
held

Student Sc
\1onda to 11i!
resigning sen
competed for
11ff-campus s
folkm
Androscogl
EstabrookL,
Kantrow
Hancock-Bev
Crook; Oxfe
der-•Mark P

%1 3> >1%

'..ri-ECIAL RATES

HOT SMORGASBORD

Pilaf & Chef's Salad. Rolls & Butter

For the session starting Fall 1974
Euromed von assist. Qualtried Amy
:cart students gatntng adm;ss:on
to tecognized overseas medical
schools

•

The Unisersity of Maine A dl again send
a delegation to the National Model l'nitei
Nations. to be held in New York City. April
ih-21.19-4. Each delegation represents a

If your group or organization is
sponsoring an cent or project, call
pm. the day
The Campus' office h
prior to publication at 581-7531 or
581-7532.

UMO Park St. Entr?nce
SUNDAY NIGHT IS FAMILY NIGHT

From 5 to 7pm Chiidren
under 12 only $1 25

Bind
in Mier 111

Union. Each application is led int, tho
UMO computer and a list of possible match
ups is sent to you. For more information.
ch...ck the Off Campus Board bulletin board
in the Union or conic up to the Off Campus
Board office and talk hi us about ans
problems that you may hase. No charge.

nr-snrsc.t•-•

Stu(

A one-day conference on current
problems for full-time. paid Maine labor
leaders, staff personnel, international
representatives and business agents will
be conducted by the University of Maine at
Orono Bureau of Labor Education
Wednesday, Feb. 27, at the Augusta Civic
Center.
The conference is sponsored by the
bureau's advisory committee and was
arranged at the urging of labor
16-mernber
the
on
representatives
committee.
Anyone interested in attending the
conference should contact the bureau at
I-7032./
128 College Asc.. Orono,
A Volunteer Income Tax Assistauee
Course will be held Feb. 5 and b oft' the
Hilltop Conference Center on camp from
9:00 am. until 4:45pm. Instruction/is being
offered by the VITA Program ,a-nd an IRS
instructor. Members of the upfscrsity staff
and students as well /5% ;iiterestcd
L•ommunity members /re ins itc,1 to
participate in the progyam.
Universits staff antl,/students interested
in attending should/contact the Office of
Finance and Administration in Alumni Hall
1311. Others interested should
test.
contact the 1/RS office. P.O. Box -fr.
Augusta. orAall 6?"-nrl. ext. 420.

AT
Mr. BIC of ORONO
BEEF 'hi BREW

jt

particular country, defending and promoting its interest in a setting which
stimulates'reality. UMO will represent the
Sudan this year.
The delegation will he composed of fise
students: upperclassmen will receive
priority in the selection process. All
contact
should
students
interested
Professor Robert Wendzel. Department of
Polictical Science. by Feb. 8.1974.

T & K SEAFOODS
Center St. Brewer 989-5209
Center St. Old Town 827-5571
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FRESH FISH Live Lobsters

6a

. .and More

---0Id7;v7.
Body Shop
324 North Main St.
Old Town
Body & Fender Repairing
Painting & Welding
Glass Replacements
also Tune-Ups
Radiator Repairs
Free Estimates
Tel. 827-2400
'Emir 4011110 .411Mor .NEN.

V
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Student Government approves Wilde-Stein funds
Student Senate President Tim Keating and
V.P. Ted O'Meara
chair last Tuesdays
student senate meeting at which the
Wilde-Stein Club was
granted $150.

The Wilde-Stein Club received $150 to
pay pamphlet printing costs from the
Student Senate. Tuesday.
Some of the money also will be used to
develop a training program for head
residents and resident's assistants and pay
travel expenses to a conference at Emerson
College.
The original amount requested by the
Wilde-Stein Club,S400, was reduced by the
Senate Finance Committee. The Senate
voted to give the group $150 by breaking
the grants into two parts. The $50 for
printing costs passed after minimal
discussion; however, the travel money was
questioned by several senators.
Treasurer Dan Daigneault explained
travel monies have been given previously
to several clubs, including the Hockey
Club. and debate team. One representative

stated. "We have formed a precedent and
should stand by that precedent and not
terminate it because of the nature of the
organization."
A representative of the Wilde-Stein Club
said the Emerson College trip was open to
anyone interested in attending the
various aspects of
workshops on
homosexuality. The resolution passed
21-13 with nine abstentions.
The treasurer's report also was
submitted, indicating the S8,800 remains
of a S12.000 grant to the Distinguished
Lecture Series.
Senate President Tim Keating said 2.000
preregistered students were accidentally
dropped from registration lists—several
senators were among those inconvenienced
by the mix-up—and the Senate plans to
investigate the case and report on it later.

Vice Chancellor offered campus post
I Ward Photo
Student Senate elections
held to fill vacancies
Student Senate elections were held las!
Motida to Mil 5 positions left vacant due to
resigning senators A total of 25 persons
competed tor the positions for both on and
off-campus senators. The results arc as
follow s:
Tarazewich:
Andros,.oggin-•Suzanne
Estabrookc. Balcntine. and Colvin--Micki
Kantrow iti: Chadbourne--Kyle Jones:
Hancock-Beverly Albert and Martha
Crook: Oxford--Mark Schussler: Stodder-- Mark Perry. and Kennebec--Peggy

Douglas. The senator from Kennebec won
as a write-in candidate over six other
write-ins.
Dan Boutin is the fraternity representta,!‘e. and Gregory Payeur. Mike Brown.
Donald Stearns. and Dale Piirainen were
elected to represent off-campus students.
The election for Corbett Hall was
invalidated as many of the dorm residents
knowingly voted for a non-existent
candidate. Another election for that dorm
will be held.

Vice Chancellor of Financial Affairs
Herbert Fowle is expected to resign his post
at the Chancellor's Bangor office to take an
administrative position on campus.
Fowle told The Campus, Wednesday, that
he had received an offer to move to UMO,
but said "Any elaboration beyond that would
be unfair to President Neville.- Fowle
declined to say what the new position is or
whether he would accept it. Some sources
believe the new post is connected with
President Neville's plans to revamp the
campus' financial programs.
Herb Fowle
Neville said Thursday he had no comment
to make concerning the job otter to Fowle.
adding that he probably would make an announcement regarding it in
the next ten days. The Campus has learned that an office is being
renovated in Boardman Hall, reportedly for Fowle's use.

Equalization of rights urged
• continued from page 2
which action is underway to equalize civil
justice. He also examined the court
system's attempts to give equal justice to
all. "What these discussions accomplished
really for the poor defendant was the
protection of rights which the smart.
well-heeled, well-represented crook could
always acquire."
Ending a discussion of the fight for racial
equality in America's schools. Richardson
cited the most recent decisions by courts in
California. Minnesota, New Jersey. and
Texas striking down property tax funding
of local schools. He suggested they were
the most progressive steps to% ard
equalizing education in the U.S. Openly
attacking a recent U.S. Supreme Court
decision which overturned the Texas case.
Rk)itdsi.n remarked "They said, in
effect, that children beim/ educated can be

'76 candidacy

'a possibility'
• continued from page 2
dence the Judiciary Committee would
measure all the facts on both sides of the
impeachment scrimmage line in the
House. "Impeachment should proceed on
the recommendation of the Judiciary
Committee. It would be irresponsible to
vote without a committee report."
He also suggested President Nixon is not
likely to resign as then Attorney General
Richardson did last October 20 when he
refused a presidential order to fire Special
Prosecuter Archibald Cox. Richardson
stands solidly behind his actions leading up
to the "Saturday Night Massacre- and
agreed the affair tremendously enhanced
his public recognition. "As for my
popularity, 1 have no accurate gauge of
that," he added.

expected to put up with the inequalities
deriving from the unequal distribution of
wealth among families. Personally. 1 would
be surprised if the Supreme Court's
decision survived more than a decade or
The courts were not the only group
mentioned by Richardson as endeavoring
to alleviate inequalities. Action taken to
upgrade and equalize mental health care,
correctional institutions, and the family's
lis ing standard was noted by the
Massachusetts politician. He added that a
Republican administration's willingness to
formulate a proposal for National Health
Care Insurance illustrated "how far se
have gone as a nation toss ard the adoption
of the proposition that access to adequate
health care ts a right and not a privilege."
As a possible solution to the dilemma of
growth sersus an equal standard of living,
Richardson offered: -that we address this
from a standpoint of trying to determine
clearly in advance.. what kind of world we
want to live in, lest we wake up some
morning and find that we are living in a
super-homogenized. super -bureaucratized, all pervasive state; a society in which
everyone programs computers for the
automated satisfaction of everyone else."
After delivering his prepared speech.
Richardson fielded questions from the
audience. Richardson accepted the praise
of a Vietnam veteran who told the former
Attorney General that he deserved the
"highest honor" for resigning from the
Nixon administration rather than compromising his own values by firing Archibald
Cox, then Special Watergate Prosecutor.
In a complicated legal discussion about
the questionable actions of the "Nixon
plumbers." the Republican would not
directly answer questions pertaining to the
impeachment of the President but did state
that the process should be conducted
ithin the framework of the law.

Late night car chase leads
to gym parking lot accident
Campus and Orono police are planning
to bring six charges against a UMO
student in connection with a speed chase
last night that resulted in a three car
accident in the gym parking lot. invoking
the police blazer, the student's car and a
parked Volkswagen.
According to Acting Director of Police
and Safety Alan G. Reynolds. the car,
driven by Kevin F. Foley. 21, was seen on
campus by Officer Mike Broderick with a
burned out headlight. When Broderick
attcrtipted to stop Foley to advise him of
the light. Foley shut off the car's lights and
fled in his car, off toward Orono.
With the Blazer in pursuit. Foley
proceeded up to the traffic light at the
College avenue-Park Street intersection,

taking a left turn on the wrong side of the
road. reportedly almost striking the car
operated by Orono Det. Richard Leland,
who was answering a false fire alarm
report at a fraternity.
The chase continued back on campus
through Grove Street, down Munson Road
and into the gym parking lot, when Foley's
car allegedly struck the Volkswagen.
Charges being brought against Foley
from Orono police are failing to obey a
traffic sign and operating at night without
headlights: and from Campus police.
speeding, failing to stop for a police officer.
fail ag to stop for a stop sign. and driving
without a license. Foley is scheduled to
.appear in court on Feb. 8.
No injuries %ere reported in the
ncident.
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Students must fend for own financial rights
tne alarming note for students in President
• ille's con%()cation address last week is the
of raising tuitions to defer the cost of
faculty salaries. Few would argue
. • .n equitable pay scale for teachers. and
tiiLieniS are aware of the faculty's plight.
•-.1 ,
!*- in the lowest 20 per cent for pay
ersities of similiar size according to
itsan :sociation of University Professors, \ UP, figures. But most students resent the
fact tl,at salaries are tied to the amount of
tuition they pay.
••Where is the money going to come from?"
is the comment most frequently voiced on the
president's ambitious 14-point proposal for the
future of the university. Well, students know
where the money to raise faculty salaries nine
to 10 per cent each year for the next six years is
going to come from—out of their pockets.
Neville says he will approach the board of
trustees and ask that they request the money
from the state legislature. In a state where the
average per capita income is only about $3,800
per year and unemployment a chronic problem
predicted to worsen next year, higher faculty
salaries are not going to set well with the
legislature. If the money is not forthcoming.
Neville says. he will propose other methods to
obtain it.
Tuition? A hike may be necessary. says the
president. Room and board hikes average one
per year. sprung with increasing regularity on
unsuspecting students whose involvement in
decision-making is limited to determining how
to pay the bill. Financial policy is dictated from
above; students are credited only with the
know-how to sign a check.
What can he dime. if invthHi.7.9

unionize and agitate for collective bargaining
rights, students should follow suit and argue
for the same rights. Student unions, not a new
idea. are becoming increasingly popular, not
merely as a defensive measure, but as a
realistic channel for student demands. Students
who support the union pay membership dues in
return for certain guaranteed services. No one
is forced to join the union and it does not
pretend to speak for non-members. But by
incorporating, the student body can demand
the same right to collective bargaining that a
faculty union will have.
Students should press their cause now, or, as
with the last room and board hike, we will find
it is too late. Neville's proposal for the future of
the university is commendable for many
reasons. Many of his proposals such as credit
for practical experience, the promise of more
student representation in decision-making, and
alternative degree programs, show a concern
for students. However, such ''activism'' as the
president terms it, borders on a benevolent
dictatorship when students have no voice in
their financial affairs.

There are several measures which might
help. If society can accept sex without
procreation. if the nation can swallow oil profits
without oil, government without leadership.
peace without ending a war, than the university
should be able to adjust to salaries freed from
direct tuition ties. Salaries should he budgeted
under general funds and tuition dropped as a
panacea for the faculties financial ills —most of
us are far poorer than they are.
Tenure is another area of student concern
because it contributes to faculty costs. If
students must pay salaries, they should
demand a stronger voice in the hiring, firing
and tenuring of instructors. Although tuition
doesn't pay all the costs of education—less
than a third—if it is arbitrarily tied to salaries.
students should demand recognition as
consumers of instruction. Student evaluations
should be included as an important
consideration in granting tenure, and students
should serve on committees which grant it.
A third measure students should strongly
consider is student unions. As the faculty

Editoriais,
A citation for the Senate

Staff

request would hurt the university's or the
Senate's image, as had been predicted. To
refuse the monies which will be used in part to
print educational pamphlets for the use of the
entire student body. would have been a refusal
of rights granted to all other recognized student
groups.

A note of congratulation is extended to the
Student Senate upon their passage of a $150
request from the Wilde-Stein Club after
previously tabling a $50 request from that same
organization.

Phil Mace. Editor
Chris Spruce. Managing Editor
Debbie Winsor. News Editor
Jaul. Bell. Copy Editor
Tom Bassols, Sports Editor
Jan Messier, Feature Editor
DaYe Row son, Photo Editor
Paul Befit, Advt.;thing Manager
Mark Mkkeriz, Business Manager
Jeff Beebe, Production Manager
Ruth C. Spruce, Cartoonist. etc.

This club, which has received differential
treatment from many segments of the
university community since being publicly
attacked by the Reverend Benjamin Flubar. was
granted the funds after a minimal amount of
debate concerning the request. The senate
wisely did not allow itself to become involved in
the politics of whether or not approval of the
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The Student Senate is commended for
diminishing the noise that has followed the gay
group since Bubar's attack, bringing the club's
request for recognition back to its proper
proportions. They have not asked for more than
that.
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P I. KITM111) Said thur ison,' born I:\ cr\ minute. It that's
th.,
sp,t it another Ali-I:railer bout is
be silting at Madison Square Garden o•
s,hedMcd.
Bang!!! Auditorium, wanitig to see which of the Iwo agm_
arriors %% ill take the best out ot three. while the rttst of tht
hosing x‘orld concentrates on ts ho will hold the flea% yw eight
title.
Any fight fan who paid to see either Ali-Francr fight to dx:.
is no sucker. even it he did tall tor the melodramatic
promotional gimmicks. Both fights- were magnificent, the
classic matchups of a fearless, plodding, almost suicidal
slugger and a dancing. tactical artistic boxer. Enough raw
iolence 1.% as supplied in both fights to please c%en the most
cynical viewer. The first bout was more dramatic than the
second, but both were worth the ten bucks to see up close on
the closed circuit screen.
.Apparctuly. both Ali and Fraiier. along w ith Top Rank.
Inc.. the firm that sponsored the bouts ha% c lost sight of w hat
brought them the multi-million dollar bonan/as. As much as
\ one insoked has milked the personality clash between
Muhammad and Jot. the cetarai issue has been which of th,
fiso- men is the better fighter.
Joe Fraiier got the edge in the argument at a fears.,e
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„rth t,, h, (
.1,.moh sti,;(t b‘, (ot•ol- gc I-oreman atter
price in
fighting two rcleels trom the
Flum-'t-theAlonth
Mondak night \ti established that, although he is aging. he
.ts much moit ammunition lett to shoot at the title than does
!•q•. Although the fight was exciting, it was clear that it Joe
didn't knock Ali out Nith that smokin• left hook, it wouldn't be
&lose. And it wasn't.
Now . one would think. Al's next step is Jo meet George
Foreman. Unfortunately. Ali was quitted as saying after the
tight that "he would give Joe as many rematches as he
wanted.— Even more unfortunate, at least for the fans. Joe
says he wants one. The fact can't help but bring to mind last
weeks prefight promotion statement that "one will get a shot
at the title, the other will get oblivion."

promotors of Tisp Rank. Inc.. may realite in time that
could draw more of a crowd if he boxed President Nesille
in the Memorial Gym if he put it under the guise of "getting
rcads for Forcinan..• than if he fought Joe in the "Rematch 01
the R( match it the tentur% ant r the Fight of the centur.
I'm not pall mg dot o Ah's abilit‘ to draw a otow d but I. for
e a .'rt-elect tht. President' bumper stiLker
• ii-Fra/ier tight.
1
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(Letters to the editor.

Reader raps 'ballyhoo news,
warns gays of God's word
To the editor:
I would like to begin by
thanking this paper. perhaps
prematurely . for allowing me to
use it as my silaptiox. I don't
belie t' the Wilde-Stein Club or
the unicersity need the kind of
The
bally-hooing publicityCampus can and does so
effect it city grind out each week.
liceryone. including the gays.
Rey Rubar. ('autpus editors
and myself. ha,e the right to
their opinions. In the case of
Th4. Campus. I think their
opinions should be confined to
the editorial pages. and the rest
of the paper should report fact
without inserting biased comment.
I he Jan. 2Sth issue had. ii
seemed. cy en, other column
dec ivied to something or
somebodY doing who knows
yy hat to or tor the Wilde-Stein
Club. 't he editorial about Rt.%
Hubar was not fun k! more than
word ganir ming, to
Clett:i
discuss w hat Ka% or Ka, not
onsidered a peryersion.
The homosexual act itself, not
necessarily bY. man's law or
definition but by- God's law and
definition is a per% ersion and an
abomination to Hine There arc

churches in this country today
that condone homosexuality in
their congregations. and at least
one homosexual has become an
ordained minister. It is indeed
sad that these people cannot see
they have fooled only themselves. If we accept the
scriptures as Gods Holy Word
NI: come to only one conclusion.
a person cannot be a Christian
and a homosexual at the same
time.
It is not possible to follow
God's law and teachings and sin
against Hint and His word
simultaneously. One of the
dearest examples of God's
feeling about this is in Leviticus.
. If a man also lie With
mankind. as he lieth with a
woman. both of them haY c
commuted an abomination.—
there are do/ens of references
it the Old and New testament
horooseyualitc . If
Ik t'Finni2
ine would be interested in
looking some. of them up they
ari Genesis 10. 4:4 IN:10 14:2S.
Matthew 14:4-5. Romans 1:24.12. I Corinthians o:4-111. II Peter
2.o. and II Timothy 3:16. It you
read these references you will
find exactly what God considers
percersion and how he feels
about them I Jill sure that mahy
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I, the editor:
I tit sd:i% ,N,(1)itL!. ttit
'
.1,
;1111r1.1% K.1% pfl\ 111.'gt'd lO
I
guest speaker
hj''.u. .15
1-11n1 Richardson. Alter attending the speeeh. I VI, JS
$111It'd to hear WMFR's
. .1- he
nests k o%cragt ot
newscaster's account of the
eh was iriatlip.tic and
mode:Owe
. a section Of
the new
tapeit,iirded durinc; Reihardson s talk. was broadcasted. In
was
thr,
th, P:• silt ii! t,,
!.
t.•,q1%,1'
st :1
.11 his
15?Ct .pri•
MI
I h, ire,aphor
cd was to
0,1••
itt s.r,!`t
rej,..11‘,11 to Jilt Lusts. Ile cy as
mere+. saying that Nixon is a
"tighter."
Richardson was not by sat itig
this. implying am guilt on the
part of the President pertaining
to Watergate. as the news,ast
indicated.
In addition. Ow new scastet
quoted Mr. Richardson as
sat mg that the sentence go.en
to Agnew was "too light." 1 his
correct.
partly
was onlcRichardson actuallY said that
the sentence handed doccn w as
too light for the crime. but that
with all things considc ;ed. the
manner iii ty htc h Agnew

.,.as handled was
tOr
ht.'
hest.
mei I, :411 people..
It is not the purpose 01 this
letter hi attack or defend the
onl(fUt'l of the !Sew n
rt'Cl ut
admmistration—nor was that
Mr. Ricihardson's purpose to
come to UM() in the first place.
as sonic who did not attend the
speech may hay e been lead to
he he% u. I he mil% time Water'.. as
'ht

i.11.
11. 111%Cli

e
\picst

will disagree with this letter and
many more will laugh and.scoff
at it. but what really matters is
that perhaps one person st ill
read these bible references and
make a decision that will change
his or her life for all eternity.
I would remind the Wilde Stem Club that, like it or not. we
are all on this earth and alive at
this moment only by God's
grace Hu gives us the means to
make our own intelligent
decisions, good or had, for His
glory- or our own destruction.
When we make a decision we
must search deep into our being
and ask ourselves. "Is it right?
Is
•s. waY?". 11 we are

Where's your
gold mine
for newsprint?
In the editor:
So The Campus is going
seno-weeklY ? As an alumni who
hardlt got around to reading
rhe campus once a ‘Auck this
4.c woes as quite a surprise. As an
-lc-nn mart teacher in the area.
this conies as es en more of a
shock. In our area 410 milus
away paper has become quite a
lima\ . the t ist has doubled
wink. the supply has halt ed. All
teachers hay e been warned and
warned about the extreme need
C011Sert c the precinws product
and the students in turn. 'Pie
Bangor flail'. .sievss et en
eliminated IK it Issue's 1 X111.1,
to sat
)1 ear's) not
!SICK
and
11t.
11,

p, rio0.
L:4‘11'.4i.
It t at I. \1()
msotiguisheL
.ontinio
al;l1 polql,•;0
speak ai our
p, rsonalito
campus. we must at least extetud
titt in the .-ourtest of aceurate
rey tete .

It 01.1
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•111,10 %

%%as,

1.'1 and answe:

honest with ourselves we all
know that the answer is always
there. Unfortunately' many
times we choose to ignore it and
do those things sthich are
pleasing to us or those things
that are the easiest.
The Campus mentioned the
American Psychiatric Association's announcement that homosexuality is no longer
considered an illness, but rather
an alternate lifestyle for persons
who do not want. or are not
satisfied with a heterosexual
relationship or situation. While
it may be yery "in** for some to
be homosexual, can it be so
great and wonderful a relationship that a person is willing to
destroy. his ert soul tor the
sake of being different: I think

tie''.

..14111.1

t`.11s2,hl

nil

"tI • would like to pose this
question to The Campus. Why
doe's this paper, supposedly.
sery mg the whole unit ersitv
community. constantly adopt an
anti-establishment line in its
reporting. Whenever the campus police do their job. up pop
editorials and lead stories
sprinkled with the reporters
,omments downing the campus
cop tor doing the thing he is
enforce
nam t•I‘
tht law I his is a thankless task
at best. and one they should he
so
doing
of tor
proud
like manner
professionallt.
the administration makes an'.
decision irregardless ut how
benefieial it mat he at;,:
immediately 1 he Campus ss111
start a campaign of negative
1 a st year Th.
reporting
stort about
C‘imp;4\ ran
!motor that KJ - lIVC11. I- nog it •
hay.. !'it.
s•
• ,
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Lenore Grounko
.\!menus --school teacher

Kenneth( trying

Sweating it out in classrooms
window in the classroom tii keep
his students frl,m fainting?

To the editor:
d Maine
Is the titnt ret
aware of our current energy
crisis'.' Somehow I doubt it.
What good does it do if 1
maintain an aterage of 66' in
my •honn c1c w hen I attend
classes on campus. I'm sub
jected to .1 "hot house* .
atmosphere ? What does it do d

—A...0140th

n..oi-

he time lot. us to bmd
togetht i and work as a n
energy •sat ing team. So come on
UMO, lower the thermostat...
hit isn't readt that bad once
it.
t'll ti
gel 11,
s

'

t';Ott',
•101

•I I

I ti as at k
la y ,
( .0''
stOn,
.1• • I •••:,•: • .th:111 ,i,
it ,:ster
m an was wiorit:,- hied
„ills,. at his re's o
ideas and the UM, ersitt
tom illingness to aecep change.
The fact was that the man was
tired because he refused to do
his assigned work and ti ould not
stav on the job for the number of
hours required by uniYersity
poliet . I tali only wonder if
perhaps something is not %cry
wrong with the politic, of a
paper that ‘‘ould rather create
sensationalism and di'order
than :o dig a little under thesurface and conie up it it h Let
otiov, not
AL',11 t1 I can 571e ii an
hom at t, up-rit er mill. bot from
Po. Ciioniir., timei its
the pot to •Hr up another less

liass
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w as to Lite . - 11!
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JsN'041,nit lit s, test dates. etc.
How ec er our celebrated
math dept. charged two bits i
cents) for each student to get
these tricial facts: namely, exam
scliedult• and assignments. That
This
K. as
last. semester
semester. due I guess to the
energy and paper shortage'. the
tosi
I:- ,e(111. 11OK long
t• 1/i0.
chat ge admission to
1:1111!
it INA
about a season
Cou;d there hc J "brain
draiii — i.r cc rcbral crisis right
here in Shibie s?
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from which will come only
confusion, mistrust, and misunderstanding for gays, administrators. students and the
people of Maine.
I ast I would like to direct a
few comments to all faculty.
staff and students who claim
they know and love God. Isn't it
about time we all stopped being
•'closet(hristians"? God's
done something wonderful for
You. why not tell someone about
it. In these times of distrust,
turmoil, and doubt someone out
there wants to hear all about the
"good news" of God's sal% ation
through his son Jesus Christ. It
mac be the one working beside
you, your roommate. your
girlfriend or boyfriend, ey
some professor who has all the
answers except the really big
one of where he will spend
eternity. Its not !Tall\ as
difficult as vou might imagine.
This is my first attempt at
putting it down on paper and
although its not very eloquent.
at least someone out there
who's god is dead know s that he
can it-% mine. He liyes. By some
%he still be tabled fanatic or nuts.
but You know and I know that it
would bc worth it if just one
person changes direction and
beiiins to follow a mar called

it 1111142u,tat IF 00 ft Atit.• tir ,Tostin•vo•s. •Ao. ciort•,C•rt• o• DsPOs"
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Campus-wide evaluations
status remains uncertain
1) Dme Thompson
1 ast tall the Council ,if Colleges
.wpointed :in ad hoc committee to stud
teambilut olconstructIng a tacult,
a
ion form that could he used
•
‘..4.4 - but it is still uncertain w hen
aluation will get oft the
lotifil‘

,

I \

•.•ietl: 11Hng.
ultural and
..
it

partnitall.

compara-

Lind
and

ribt.'1-.. it: member the
that sscrt: sis,iipoircii tic

aluations
s!udt•n i
ntneto last sift Ul t.:.
iii hook torni and entitled —the
Bad, and the 1 ...it .- the pilot
...-..4ta.itton effort was used in unit 201 out

ma Dunning
at 1..‘10.

ot the Student
Go....7nment Ad Hoe Committee on Faeult
Ft :dilation and student representatit e
'he ( ouncil of Colleges. said.
s an
th of the et aluation that the
student senate sponsored. we are
Attempting to 4..qne up with a facwibt
aluation form that can he Used III
iftnallt• etcrt course on campus.Origmallt. the Council of Colleges had
de..ided that a standardiied faeultt
et aluation form was an impossibilitt but
upon the requests of students on the
(ouncil. a committee was formed to come
up ttith an at. CCptable form.
inumber

one ot is first steps. the committee
\aniim, last spring's .....aluation. That
,t as
and the results
palThsht d last. .7-4itm- hut
ccas not until
\ anl 1,a!itttt week that the'. were:
1s a result, the et
• dist ributcd until last ....mesh:...mt.

most's

FaL.

trikm

alUathin

tactills
mans

tinit's /tuts dOtt n to a hash popularitt
contes7,- said one professor. **If a
particular instructor Is popular w ith
students but is still poor in teaching the
materta! he will comt .0.
evaluatitin net ertheiess

'The state directot
Wetitiesriat that net
indicator- of stud
orgamiatum
Suianne Spit/. PI
the feintinis the su
stud( nt bill next
silt, Ohl or not stud

nature, a student is inclined not to like it.
while if one is easier. the student will feel
much more kindit disposed to both the
course and also the instructor,- he said.
Punning disagree s tt it both instruc!ors "I teed that students are definitelt
mort Ten minded and sophisticated than
InNtrUCIOT's teaehing ability
to eonluse
. recogni/e
with his populatitt . Student,
it ht. P. a ;'rot_ ssor is not prepared for ..-Lass
a nd it hen M. is able to get a point across.'•

,,
t t
t -

v, as

t11.1.3 .10!1
1

a

pilot

classes
I/tinning, the
people
10‘‘
r,rital...
e
&lilt to a
k
Cotis,:s11.1t WAS . tht Student
and Mont(Aot et-Innen! tint !lint 1,2:o t'lit of it s St as,
pr.‘11101C the t. kaluation although it
appr.1a. lied CS ens at adetrIC derartnlent
-011r Mtn this sear IS to draft
campus- tt ide t aluation that will hi.
sanctioned hi the Council ot(ollegt-, and
thus generallt accepted and mill/eel bt
departments.- she said.
Po:Acted pat ticipation mark: et the first
— ;It the 31,1
es aluation
Art,
. and Scienc: s.
S,A (ollege
it aS
;Ill 121 di\ isiot;s.
k. ,S pc: aticc
I.
d
; a nil Si In.,
X rt

th,

but
7'1,0 st
ft fl am.
atillaT
01%C.
thnk the stridc•nt, „ a n
alid. eftcchic Manner. and I
hope
id, a 1, 71.0 •11{11;11Cki b'
1\ Ito either cannot find the time to
participate or at
start.-

ShCii MOTH

thl

I-, St limit' lit

A ,;omplaint S ethed fit mans students
was that !he booklet was, hard to
iindl rstand 'II It, 1111S of relating the
Oni:a to the actual questions on
the form that students tilled out, lath
page contained alitte of numbers and
percentages is hitil 111Calit nOthing unless
compared to the questions is hich were
printed in the front ot the hook. ro ruler to
the questions one has to keep nipping
bac k and forth from the from of the
bookletis hei-e the questionnaire tt as
printed in enorett
Ill,' working of the questions on the
torin ss as taken dnectIc from tht facuitt
es atuation form that was used in the
(44lege 44 life Sciences and Agriculture.
Although that committee is supposed to
come up with a standardi/ed form. it has
been Slott to produce one.
Right now we aft.' still In the beginning
stages of analiiing the data obtained from
the student goc ernment effort last
spring.- said Thomas C. Skaggs.
coordinator of the If MO Testing and
Research Center. • lie best place tor us .E0
hei.tin is t'%1Cts the pilot effort last spring
in terms of how we ;an better a similar
ettort.
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TAKE OU1 AND DELIVERY SERVICE
866-3118

ORDER ONE OF OUR DELICIOUS PIZZAS OR
SUPERSUBS AND WELL DELIVER TO YOUR DORM
ALONG WITH YOUR FAVORITE
BEVERAGE — BEER — WINE — SODA.
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OPEN 11AM-11PM

HOT FUDGE
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Verdict on PIPM, future
to come from ,,itititints
The state director of Maine PIRG said
Wednesda‘ that next fall will he the "real
indicattir'' of student support for her
organuatuM
St1/.11111C Spit/. PIRG state director. told
the Campus the success of PIRG on the
student bill next fall will determine
whether or not students are satisfied with
the use of their ?none\ !IN. PIRG. Since last
septembt r. students has e had the option
+..!+!!!! +hut: S2 per semester to PIRG on
their semester bills. last tall. the group
rete,sed contributions from 62 per ,s-e m of
the l.%10 student both. or $10.05o.
figures for die spring semester has e not
been ieleased. but Spit/ thinks student
finaneiai support will inerease.
Spit/ was iineampus all (lax 1Vednesdat
talking with t'S10 students about a number
orgatIl/a114 1 11 is
it proicets iii t%
ins ob.cd. She said there arc IS to 20 1•\10
•Iiiklunts at ti‘
in PIRG ..ind maits. of them
are partit mating in prole Is as part it
k.,Inst: work
1sk‘ dit slit thought students wet-,
111 1.1lit ii 1111..11tVs worth trofIl }'I Ni.
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citi/en-studetit
relations
have
been
improved by student imolvement in PIRG.
In other l'IRG action this week. the
group. in contuction is till the Natural
Resources Council. annotiated that it had
sew a It-tier to John s A. x,i,,(denn„n.
it gional administrator of the I mironmen•
tat Pioteetton
titS ii I'
outlining
d-ticiencies in the publie partietpation
asiirt s tor ilit water permit iiitzrain
fi•t th-c I 1'1 tindi.i tI.. I cdura!
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I he Nit(
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to liclp thusu pri% at
and total groups
Ili tier understand thu issues itit,01‘ed.Goodall said. "‘Ve art• also seeking to help
ma‘i mion
""1”"". its goal of
,I I'S
part ii ipa It Ii.
indicated it would h
independentl‘ monitoring thc permit
program and is preparing to partiematt• 17'
Ilt; prOit'ss +4 granting and
t•ntorein
\ti %MI permits. the% has t• stated that
,orkt-rii "is that Maine eiti/t..ns do not
now reecise enough inforniation from L.P.1
to make Judgments as to is hcther
pt rmit should be issued or denied.%‘ as
lhe water
program
permit
established hi the Federal Aet l regulatk•
disLhargt• of all pollutants from
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LUNCHEON AND DINNER
SPECIALS DAILY
S\ \( Is SII('K

COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE

'Next to Quick Pit I midland

..1

STAIE STREET, VEAZIE

days •till

TEL 945-6500

Valentine's Day'

FLOWERS

They ve Arrived'
A new shipment
of small plants.

GIFTS

Frank W. St. Louis
P42-5070

neittrntinnIet
,14
bUY tKinill
Stillwater Ave.,Stillwater

•

WHO SAYS PRICES
DON'T GO DO`AIN!
LOOK AT THIS!

.
4

INDIA SPREAD PRINTS
Hand made hanging pots.
Import clothing. Wooden toys.

BANK AMERICARD AND
MASTERCHARGE WELCOME
OPEN 9-5 Monday-Saturday

99t
$1.29
1p
$1.99 S1.89
1q
$3.89 $3.79
A GOVERNOR'S ADDITION
qt

Roast Beef Dinner

flia actikgx fkrist
86:-21C0

CLAMS

LARGE helping of roast beef, mashed
potatoes. cole slaw. homemade roll, and
gravy only

$1.99

46 main St.- Orono
r,
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Malz1

Theories abound to explain diappointin!! ohoutek
The cosmic iceberg Kohoutek, billed for
weeks as the celestial extravaganza of the
century. has faded from newspaper pages

•

Astronomers are still unsure as to why
Kohoutek did not deselop as expected.
Prof. John F. Harper. a member of
UMO's mathematics department. explained that comets are composed of gases.
dust, and even small pieces of grasel.
This comet was mostly dust and dirt: it
didn't contain the amount of gases most
comets do." Harper said, labelling
Kohoutek as a •dirty comet.'
-Comets shine by reflected sunlight and

particles. The ice is not only formed of
water, but includes methane, ammonia,
carbon monoxide, and other complex ices
that are vaporized near the sun to produce
the comet's activity, explained the
magazine .4 strorromy.

comet was not developing as rapidly as had
been expected. signaling that there w as
something peculiar about it." he added.
As a comet conies closer to the sun. the
action of solar wind and the energy of solar
particles push particles away from the
comet's nucleus so that it forms a tail.
Once the cornet's tail is formed. it could be
as long as 150 million miles. The cornet's
tail points away from the sun, because
solar winds are still working on it.
Kohoutek was supposed to be closest to the
Earth in January and it's tail longer and
brighter due to its Dec. 28 sweep to within
13 million miles of the earth's surface.

Kohoutek brushed too closely to the sun.
causing the chemical structure of the
comet's nucleus to become unstable.
commented Prof. Clark G. Reynolds. a
member of the history department on
campus and an astronomy enthusiast.
"The sun pulled some particles out of it.
thus weakening the comet somehow," he
said.
"Late last November, the tail of the

The brightness of Kohoutek's tail was
estimated to be abut 30-40 degrees but
astronomers later lowered this figure to an
estimated 10 degrees during the comet's
prime vieuing time. Jan. 8 to 18. Because
of cloudy skies and the lessened
brightness of this comet. hoyye‘er. it is
doubtful than mam V1 cry able to %icy% the
comet %kith the naked eye as had originally
been t xpected.

and conversations almost as suddenly as it
appeared.
Kohoutek did not live up to the estimates
of the most optimistic professional
astronomers. It will probably still be the
greatest comet since Halley's in 1910.
although not a rival with the comets of the
nineteenth century. of which half a dozen
were more spectacular than Halley's. and
were seen in broad daylight.
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by their ON n light: this comet had little of
its own light—it had little luminescence."
Harper added.
According to the dirty snowball model of
a comet, the nucleus of the phenomena is a
nibedded
ball of ICC or St,

THE BALTIMORE IS
WHERE YOU CAN EAT
LUNCHEON OR DINNER
FOR $1.25

BEER-WINE-SODA
No Minimum
866-3118

NASA plans to send missions to ciimets
and to asteroids perhaps as early as 1980.
Such missions vi ill supply astronomers
y;ith more information about yt here a
comet is born and ould he small efforts in
comparison to the manned Apollo missions
to the moon. sass
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SNACK SHACK

Deliberately
Kennedy return(

AUTO PAP
Belts and
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to

Malzberg's view of the 60's not American Graffiti'
appointment w ith Oswald and death.
Sounds impossible? The logic behind his
return is no more improbable than the
reason for his first trip or the conclusions
drawn by the Warren Report. The year is
201h. and the President is being murdered
again and again in one of the most
terrifying yision of the Sixties.

the nel1ri441(((((Ol the I I'Mple

hy Horn. N. Malzherg
Pocket Books
I59 pages
Deliberately courting y tolence. John
Kennedy returns to Dallas to keep his

An uneasy peace reigns between the
cities and the countryside in this post
Love-in-the-Ruins setting. Devasted tiv
civil war and wracked by internal
disintergration, the cities retain a shakes
independence from the country which is
ruled by a totalitarian Skinnerish regime.
The city's will is broken and it cannot resist
occasional lorwavs by the Institute. whose
word is law ii) the rest of the land.
Into the Ii,'stile city conies the Directors.
an urban historian of the Sixties. whose
mission is primarily political-he intends
to make a documentary of Kennedy•s
assassination. using the city himpen to
recreate that fateful day in Dallas. On the
last take, he intends to hand his bumblinl,
new Oswald a loaded gun to faithfully
re-enact the Kennedy motorcade.
I!

CAMPUS
I

CLASSIFIED

--WOMEN!
WOMEN!

MEN

I
JOBS ON SHIPS! No
experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer
job or career. Send S3.00
for information. SEAFAX.
Dept. 9-G P.O. Box 2049.
Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

MIRANDA SENSOREX
with: eyelevel &
waistlevel finders 50mm
f1.4 normal elens 90-230
14.5 Vivitar Zoom lens
Plus assorted filters for
each lens. $250 for all
contact:
Bill Briggs
203 Stodder Hall
tel: 581-7197

Amt

Mufflers

Echlin
Ignition

I NAPA

and Pipes

DUBAY AUTO PARTS
WAT.
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES OF ALL KINDS
15 Sl

AUTO
I

Belts and
Hoses

Auto-Lite and
Champion Plugs

Phone 827 5:)83

iL,
tor of the Director's plot is nuii:
compared to the images of the Sixties
which author Barry Malberg sends reeling
before us as the American Dream turns
nightmare.

Whal yer you think oi
Kennedy s. or the Sixties. you are sure to
thc
be fascinated with The De8truction
Ictople. Malzberg %%rites a masterful plot
sure to fascinate you, chill IU. Set you
thinking. Its as absorbingly unreal as the
Sixties thy-insult..
Whiney er did happen to Us then?

Was the country literally bent on
national political suicide? Medgar Evers,
Martin Luther King. Malcolm X. the
Kennedys-w ere they struck down by
madmen whose violence was sudden and
unexplainable? Or was America seduced
hi assassination as it was by the charm of
the new leadership?

Forty foreign countries
are represented at UAIO

Mal/burg raises some interesting
questions while weaving an intriguing
account. Was John Kennedy in sonic was a
co-cospirator in his own death? The
Kennedy charisma seemed to pull a larger
number of peopl, than ever before in the
life of
Was someone as
sinister.w
t he:iirptn.tal
r
twisted as Oswald
to a darker. submerged side of
at
Kennedy. lured by the y ibrat ions of
y iolence which stalked his career. haunted
his family?
Or. did John (
up the
President?

A total 01 11U stuck tits trout 4U diBerent
foreign countries attended the University
of Maine's Orono campus during the fall.
1973, semester. The group represents one
of the largest foreign exchange delegations
in recent years. Last Year there were '44
students from 36 countries enrolled.
ihc largest delegation conies from
Canada with 30 students enrolled. India
'follows with 15 students, and the Republic
of China with 12. Other nations
represented with more than (Inc sI mkt)!
are Saudi Arabia. Brazil and Ethiopia. each
with three: Ecuador. Haiti. Thailand.
I urkey
EnOand. Ecty pt. Colombia.
Kenya. Greece and Ghana. each mx ith two.
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MAN SPECIAL!
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FREE COUPON
ONE FREE STRING
Per Person Per day
Expires .Itine 1st 14-4
i Excluding I eague Play
111

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up to date. 160-page,
mail order catalog Enclose $100
to cover postage deery time is
1 to 2 days)

THE SNACK
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RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE =2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF 90025
(213)477.8474 or 477-5493
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KASTLE SKIS
CPM 1.1
Reg S185 00 NOW $ 92.50
CPM Speool Req 170 00 NOW 85.00
RALLY SUPER
RALLY 4

99 95 NOW
75 00 NOW

49.95

37.50

HART SKIS
HORNETS
PAWNS
BISHOP

The all new

ATOMIC SKIS

1

REGULAR
REGULAR
REGULAR

S 9.00
51 1 00
S13 00

SPEEDER JR

Cl, fin

70 05 NOW

53.00

SPAULDING
$
NOW
siotRA_

BRADLEY

NOW 56.00
NOW 7.33
NOW 9.75

ASPEN WARM-UP

ATOMiC ATOM.0 99 00 NOW $ 132 00
179 00 NOW 119 00
GLASS 3000
4901
N VI
v4 vv
EACELLErvi

Riverside
Tavern

FORMIDABLE 1.00 NOW

NOW
NOW

13 20
13.30

SKI BOOTS
REGULAR S 72.00 NOW 36.00
120.00 NOW 80.00
REGULAR
135 00 NOW 90.00
REGULAR
1 54 00 NOW 102.00
PEG JLAR

BLIZZARD
vOLLPLAST

Featuring Country Rock
with the
COUNTRY CAVALIERS

FIREBIRD

181 50 NOW

73.00
121.00

JUNIOR SKI SETS
SKIS-ISINDiP403 POLES
INSTALLED
Rig S 53 00 NOW $ 32.00
Reg
59 00 NOW
35.00

ADULT SKI SETS

4 PM TO CLOSING
IA9gelPAIR

SC 00 NOW 5

ONE LOT

THUR-FRI-SAT
VagPANITIMILTEEEVITAMTMOREZWAIKAN

$ 99 50 NOW $ 66.35
72.00
'2? ^1 NOW
92 50
NOw

ASPEN JERSEYS

\`A,
\A

SKIS-BINDINGS-POLES
IN
Peg S 69 00 NOW S 41.40
Reg
75 00 NOW
45.00
Peg
800 NOW
51.00
Reg
89 00 NOW
53.40

SKI BOOTS
E PETRA SPECIAL!

$29.95
OVER 60 PAIRS!

JACKETS, SWEATERS, HATS, POLES, GLOVES
& MITTENS - ALL AT BIG REDUCTIONS!

J
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Warner leads UMO quintet over Bates 80-56
On Tuesday night the Maine Black Bears
upped their season's record to seven urns
and use defeats with an impressive 80-56
victory over Bates College. The victory also
left the Bears with a record of two wins and
no losses in State Series action.
The key to the game was the exceptional

shooting displayed by the Bears. especial!)
the reserves. Maine hit 37 of 61 shots to
end the game with a 6' per cent team
shooting average.
Maine got off to a quick start as they
built up a 20-10 lead in the first eight
minutes of play behind the play of Tom

Sports

UMO cagers defeat
St.Anselm's 73-56,
tough I.;Conn next

1110 mermen sink Colby
The University of Maine swim team sank
Colby College. "7-36. at Waterville last
Wednesday afternoon.
The meet featured four pool records by
Black Bear swimmers: Tim Babcook set a
record time of 11.00.6 in the grueling 1.000
yard freestyle. Tom Clark stroked his way
to victory in the SOO yard freestyle with a
time of 5:13.- which also bettered a
previously existing Colby Pool record.
Freshman John Wescott swam an excellent
race in the 200-yard breastroke with the
time of 2:29: this also set a new pool
record. And Roy Warren continued his
dominance oxer other New England divers
by posting xictories in troth the one and
three meter diving events. Warren's
victory in the one-meter event set a new
pooi record as he scored 261.20 points.
Summary:
400 yd
Medley Relay - hMaine
t Reader. Glab. Fitzgerald. Whatley). Colby
didn't enter.
ME II IMO II I=1 S

Burns and Bob Warner. And at the half the
Bears had a commanding 38-22 lead.
Earl) in the second half Maine jumped
off to a 20 point lead. But Mike Edwards
and .lim Marois got hot for Bates and cut
Maine's lead to ten. 46-36.
But Maine came back behind Bob
Warner. Steve Conley and Steve Condon to

1.000 vd. Freestyle - 1) Babcock (M)
2)Anderson (M) Time - 11:00.6
200 yd. Freestyle - Mose (M) 2)
Darrah (S1) 3) Summer (M) Time - 1:52.4
400 Freestyle relay: 1) Colby
50 yd. Freestyle - 1) Reader (M) 2)
Rowtvotham (M) 3) Petot (C) Time - 23.2
200 yd. individual Medley- 1) Westcott
OA) 2) Bright (C) 31 Cronic (C) Time 2: 15.3
1 Meter Diving - 1) Warren (M) 2)
Holten(M)3) Spurdle tC) Total pts. 261.20
200 yd. Butterfly Rowbotham (Mt
2) Babcock(M)3) Newell(C) Time - 2:33.8
100 yd. Freestyle - 1) Fitzgerald M) 2)
Anderson OM) 3) Whatley (M)Time - 52.6
500 yd. Freestyle - 1) Gard iM) 2)
Sumner NI) 3) McNamara (C) Time 5:13.7
200 yd. Breaststroke - 1) Wescott NI)
2) Glab )11) .3i Wood IC) Time - 2:29.0
3 Meter Diving - IlWarren IM) 21
Hollen M1 3) Spurdle (C) Total pts. 230.40

I MO II OMNI I MN I MS 11111.1.11111111111111111I1111011011IMIIIIIIIIIIIN

increase their lead to 18. 62-44 with seven
minutes to go in the game.
Bob Warner led all scorers with 20
points. Tom Burns had 14 and Steve
Condon had 14. The Bates attack was led
by Dan Glenne); with 16 and Glenn
Bachellor with 14.
On the boards. Maine picked off 45
rebounds to 27 for bates. Warner led all
individual rebounders with 13. while Ste\ e
Gavett grabbed eight.
Sup,,mars':
Maine f801: Warner 10; Burns 6 (2):
Condon 6; Poplaw sky 3 (2); Hamlin 3;
Reilly 2 (2): Anderson 3: Conley 3:
Annunziata 1 (2).
Bases 1561: Glenne). 7 (2); Bachellor 6 (2);
Edward 4; Marais 2(2); Feller 2; Anders 2:
Gilligan 2; Godiksen 2: Campbell 2.

Last night the UMO Black Bears picked
up their eighth victory in thirteen decisions
as they defeated St. Anselm's College
73-56.
Both teams were evenly matched during
the first half as the score was tied on
numerous occasions. But w ith 10:00 to go
in the half the Bears got hot behind the
shooting of Tony Hamlin and Mike
1 he UMO freshman basketball team
Poplawsky and they led at the half 27-22.
improved their record to seven wins and
But in the second half the Bears pulled
two losses Tuesday night with 142-60 victory
away as they scored 46 points. Steve
over the Bates Jayvees.
Condon and Tony Hamlin had the hot
rhc Bearcubs were led by Bob Zak and
hands for the Bears. Condon scored all of
Steve Fitzpatrick as they led at halftime.
his 12 points in the second half.
40-30. And they continued their
Hamlin led all Maine scorers with 14
domination in the second half to win bv 22.
points. Condon had 12. Bob Warner
talc co!lected 24 points while Fitzpatrick
chipped in 11 and he also had 19 rebounds.
d
Joe Dambroski of St. AnseIm's was the
rIf m marl
game's leading scorer with IS. And Kevin
F,,.sh x2! Weeks ,
I . Mat,`TICN 4:
Kennedy added 13 for the losers.
( I •tieh
lak ;0 14i: Fitinatrick t (2):
In the preliminary contest the Maine
Blacker,
'
Eiranks 2: Mac Millar 1 t4):
freshmen defeated Bridgton Academy
\tc Nall 011011 I • 01%1.11 ( I I.
-1.-0 in overtime.
Haf t•
;Lip
'6f
Pina
Dedric k 3:
Maine's next game is Saturday
Smith t, k 4
r). funnier 11) Earli '
afternoon against the tough. UConn
Wood 1 )2). 1 Tsperence 2 )11.
Huskies at Storrs. Conn.
smi I En I so It am I am a me I ms I ma I In 1 EN I 11. 11 MO /MI a IIIMI I MO II MIN I

Bearcubs defeat
Bates Jayvees,82-60

GAMBINO'S

NO

: NOW OPEN FOR FOOD UNTIL 3AM THURS-FRI-SAT
Come chow down after your evening activities. Try our Steak and Egg
specials or one of our many Omelets. Hamburgers, T-Bone Steaks and
Fried Clams will also be available. Of course, the grill is open every day 'til
midnight.

.MONDAY NIGHT
I ROCK 'N ROLL SHOW
STARRING
JOHNNY ANGEL

Live Band

FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT

RArNILIrNANJ

la ge•LIT
!w
an
ROCK 'N ROLL SHOW I

.STIIR
iONR44GANGEL

MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIALS
1. Chopped Sirloin Dinner $1.50
2. Fried Clam Basket $1.50
3. Veal Cutlet, French Fries and Cole Slaw $1.35
4. Pound and a Quarter T-Bone $3.75
[with French Fries or Spaghetti]

-CHICKEN WINGS ON FRIDAY CHICKEN WINGS ON FRIDAY CHICKEN WINGS ON FRIDAY CHICKEN WINGS ON FRI..

L
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LaYonne Neal eyes Montreal
LaVonne Neal is
an 18-year old
freshman from Philadelphia. Pennsylvama. uho is the current uorld record holder
in the Women's 80 meter hurdles. In
addition, she is the third ranking woman
hurdler in the 60 meter event in the
country'. ranking behind Patti Johnson and
Mamie Rollins.
So whv did she come to the University of
Maine, a school v. ith no organized
u.imen•s track team?
"I look at a catalogue of UMO in the
guidance office of my high school and it
looked very interesting. So I applied, u as
accepted, visited the campus and loved it.
The campus is a beautiful place.•• she said.
Anoterh reason she chose UMO metother colleges such as .fexas Southern.
Praire Vies and LaSalle. is UMO's indoor
track.
"Very feu people realite that Maine has
one of the nation's hest indoor tracks. The
tartan is very good and it is particularly
g,.od for hurdling because of its bouncy
nature. I he facilities here are just great.she added.
'the freshman political science major
%corks out tor at least tuo hours each day.
"I usually tIcgin my practices by getting
loos( !led up. Then I run a mile, do
calisthenh s. a coupl it .100•%. %prints and
finally I uork
ii T11% techniques and
x pla;”;•d
pret ision • in tht litii dies.• •
aVonne.
I ;Amin,
:
11
sIre altellat d a tr... k :nee,
1 saw ,he
eYent tor th, tirsi timu
-I, look...11s., ditterein. and Ll.ailenging.
I ran Oh rat-t and won AIL i 0iat I got
interested in the es cm and just kept
going.•• she said.
A member of the Philadelphia /faults
Track Club. LaVonne says that the $o
meter hurdles were disbanded because
%Dolmen aiiiletes had the desire to run

longer distances. On the indoor circuit
LaVonne runs the 60 meter hurdles and
outdoors she runs the 100 meter event. Her
times are 7.8 and 13.5 seconds
respectively.
LaVonne credits much of her success to
her coach Tony Hinton.
He has pushed me tremendously. I am
a home-made hurdler. I had to learn the
different mechanics and techniques.- she
explained
LaVonne has been preparing for the
upcoming Maple Leaf Games at Toronto.
Canada. where she vvill be representing the
Hauks in the 60 meter hurdles. In these
games she 'A ill lw competing against a
number of European stars including the
Si.(till'
OR mpic 100 meter hurdles
champ. Annelle Erhardt of East Germanv,
and her teammate. Karen Baiter. The
meet is scheduled for Feb. IS.
"Right nitu I have my sites on the 1976
OR
and if I could u in in 1 oronto I
v.ould prove to my st t that I can do it."
commeilh ,1 I aVonn,
Also she will be cov ,ip, Ting in the
Women's Indoor Nationals on Feb. 21 in
Madison Square Garden. In this nh•:t
LaVonrn. will be seeking a berth on the
American omen's team which %% ill travel
to Russia.
-in order to qualify hr the teom 1 udl
hay(' to finish first or second and that
P!,:,.11,that I
ill hat e to heat •Itli.•r Patti
Johnson
Mainit Rot..• she
ast t.f ..t‘ ullnk represer.o.d th,
on the j11:110r naiional

Frosh flash...

Germany. Pol..rnd and tilt t .let Union.
She finished second in (wrinanv, s ond ul
Poland and third in the Soy iet Union.
-Hurdling is [IA life. It represents
r.
soiliethuo.4 daft
nic
It is a

'4

Friday & Saturday night
the exciting sounds of

mo wig

Can you order
a six pack to
your dorm?
YES

Rad;omatic electrolysis removes it sa n ely,
quickly and permanently.
• free consultations • doctor's refe,ercf s

Along with a Pizza
or Super Sub from

SHIRLEY SCHNEIDER

SNACK SHACK

II•ctroiysos Specoaiist

sallogleg

call

192 Norfolk St., Bangor
Tel. 942-0781

866-3118

fteasaika

FREE

UMO'S OWN

w

r

UNWANTED HAIR CAN GOI

Beef 'n Brew

SLikIPRESENTS

combination of Gym skills cc ith running.
FY cry person u ants to be able to do
sinn thing special for me its hurdling.
Anyone uith legs can run. hut not lust

HEAD TO TOE

I Mr. BIG of 0rooNo
Opposite UMO Park St. Entrance

form over the hurdles as she
practice's for the Maple Leaf
Games at Toronto. Canada. Feb.
15.

:Her.
I .t!()
ni orld record
LaVonne Neal. 1H-year-44,1 freNhman at UAW. demonstrates her
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11.04-0.
ANNUAL
SKI FLUNG

at

SQUAW
FRIDAY,
F- EBRUARN 8,
AM Day Skiing,
ree Lifts and
()lug Party 3:30- 5:00.

MEE

tickets at

.195 Soub
th Main I
eet , Brewer
V:rn
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This Valentine's Day say it...

1

---11111k.

.

,../4'it/i a

CAMPUS

VALENTINE.

For only a dollar you can tell your Vale
ntine
just how you feel. ExpreRs your feelings in
fifteen

I
r.;

I
words or less in the space below. Bring
your message i

a
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to the MAINE CAMPUS
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